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Used	vs.	Offered	Densities	of	Human	Settlement	in	

Space:	When	the	Statistical	Population	Matters	

Abstract 

To people living in areas, the denser is the area, the more numerous are the opportunities of inter-

personal and social interaction, of employment and of amenities of all kinds. So far, the spatial 

density of human settlement has been studied according to places. The article’s aim is to put density 

in the perspective of the people that experience it, by shifting from the statistical population of 

places to that of people. The user-centric, “Used density” is related to the place-based, “Offered 

density” by a consumption model – a specific instance of a well-established probabilistic model. The 

article provides the probabilistic framework to derive the statistical distribution of used density from 

that of offered density. The average used density is systematically larger than its offered counterpart: 

the ratio amounts to one plus the squared relative dispersion of offered density. The relation 

between the two statistical distributions can also be represented using a Lorenz curve and the 

associated Gini index. A case of France’s population as of 2019 is studied to demonstrate the 

methodology. 
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1/	Introduction	

Background. The spatial density of human settlements stands out as a prominent feature of 

territories. Urban areas are endowed with high density of population and jobs: typical urban 

residential densities range from 1,000 inhabitants per square km to more than 100,000 in the 

densest parts of some Asian megacities e.g. Dhaka. Rural areas, on the other hand, exhibit sparse 

human settlements and low densities: typical values of rural density range from near zero to some 

hundreds inhabitants per square km. Thus, density is a relevant indicator of urbanization, together 

with the overall area population which is the primary indicator of city size in human geography. 

Spatial maps exhibiting zones colored according to their respective levels of density make a basic tool 

to understand the spatial structure of territories (e.g. Dijkstra & Poelman, 2014). 

Problem setting. Despite its obvious relevance to depict the spatial conditions of human life in 

territories, the traditional density indicator pertains primarily to spatial units. The average density of 

a heterogeneous territory is calculated over the statistical population of spatial units. To recall the 

underlying statistical population, we shall refer to it as the Settled Density – or the Offered Density if 

we think of a spatial unit as a server of settlement. As for people that live in the territory, their 

respective spatial conditions would be represented better by considering the human population as 

the statistical population of primary interest, above that of spatial units. Let us call “Lived Density” 

the human-centric notion of spatial density – or Used Density if we think of people as users of 

settlement services. Having clearly distinguished the two statistical populations, it becomes obvious 

that the associated notions of average density are likely to differ. 
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Objective. This article provides a statistical model to analyze the Used Density and relate it to the 

Offered Density. We shall state the model using basic probabilistic concepts of mean value (or 

mathematical expectation), variance and probability distribution function (PDF, yet another notion of 

density). The relationship between UD and OD is analogous to those arising in various fields: for 

instance in traffic theory between the temporal and spatial distributions of vehicular speeds on a 

roadway (Wardop), or in queuing theory between inter-service times as opposed to waiting times 

experienced by the users. It is known in econometrics as a “consumption model”: a well-known 

instance is the model underpinning the Gini index that measures the inequality in an income 

distribution. 

Method. We shall apply the classical framework of consumption models to the issue of spatial 

density, Used versus Offered. The names are given in an economic perspective where spatial units 

offer settlement as a service to the people that use them. 

Article structure. The rest of the article is organized in three parts: after stating the methodology, we 

will apply it to a case study of communal density in France as of 2019, before providing a discussion 

and conclusion. 

2/	Methodology	

2.1/	Territory,	zoning	system	and	local	population	

To analyze human spatial density in territorial system, let us model the territorial space as a set Z of 

zones �. Each zone � has its own ground area, A�, and human population, P�. Then its own density is 

simply 

�� ∶=  P�/A�,   ∀� ∈ Z (1) 

Overall, the territory has total ground area of A ∶= ∑ A��∈  and total population of P ∶= ∑ P��∈  . 
Its density averaged over space is 

�̅� ∶=  P/A (2) 

The “o” superscript reminds that the underlying statistical population is that of spatial units offering 

the settlement service. 

2.2/	Spatial	units	as	a	statistical	population	

While zones are also often called spatial units, here we shall rather refer to them as “spatial entities” 

and keep the name of “spatial units” (or “land units”) for elementary places of unit ground area, say 

a�. Such land units are more convenient than zones to constitute the statistical population of places 

since, being identical in area, it is easier to compare them in other respects such as the human 

population. 

The assignment of spatial units � (i.e. unit places) to any zone � is an idealization: thinking of the unit 

ground area as 1 square km or 1 hectare, we expect most zones to involve a non-integer number of 

land units. Let us nevertheless denote as “� ∈ �” the composition of zone � out of land units �. For 

every such land unit, denote as p� its population: the associated human density is therefore  
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�� ∶=  p�/a�,   ∀� ∈ � (3) 

Notionally, it holds that 

A� ∶= ∑ a��∈� ,   ∀� ∈ � (4a) 

P� ∶= ∑ p��∈� ,   ∀� ∈ � (4b) 

We are now ready to study human population over the statistical population of land units in a 

standard probabilistic fashion. We shall consider density � as a Random Variable in this statistical 

population, with PDF f� and CDF F�. From this stems the average human density over space: 

�̅� ∶=  � �. f���� ��.  (5) 

Denoting as O� the total number of land units, the discretized version is notionally equivalent to the 

continuous one: 

�̅� ∶=  ∑ ���∈ 
O�  

As O�. a� = A!, replacing �� with "�/a� and a�O� with A! owing to (4b) aggregated over �, it comes 

out that 

�̅� =  #$
%$.  (6) 

Thus �̅� = �̅�, as could be expected. 

Higher order moments of density in the statistical population of land units are defined as follows. At 

order &,  

E�[�)] ∶=  � �) . f���� ��.  (7) 

Assuming that density is homogenous among the land units composing any zone, then E�[�)] =
E[�)] wherein 

E[�)] ∶=  ∑ %+
%$ �#+

%+�)�∈ .  (8) 

But in fact local density is likely to be heterogeneous among land units, even at the zone level. The 

intra-zone variance of human density is a metric for that heterogeneity. It is defined as 

V����[�] ∶= E�[�-|� ∈ �] − �E�[�|� ∈ �]�- 

And satisfies that 

V����[�] = 0 ∑ 12
%+ ��-�∈� 3 − ��-.  (9) 

Over the territory, the overall variance of human density can be recovered on the basis of the law of 

total variance: (its decomposition into intra-class variance and inter-class variance) 
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V���[�] = 0 ∑ %+
%$ V����[�]�∈ 3 + 0 ∑ %+

%$ ��̅� − �̅��-�∈ 3.  (10) 

The associated standard deviation and relative dispersion are of course 

SD�[�] ∶= 7V�
�!�[�],  (11a) 

γ�[�] ∶= SD�[�] / �̅�  . (11b) 

2.3/	Human	density	as	lived	by	the	statistical	population	of	inhabitants	

Any individual 9 inhabits a zone �: and inside it a spatial unit o�9�. Let us define the “individual 

density” or “user-centric density” as the density in the spatial unit inhabited by the user: 

�: ∶= ���:�,  (12) 

Among the population of users, of size U� = P!, the user-centric density is a random variable. Its PDF 

denoted f= is related to the PDF f� of local density in the following way: 

f=��� ∝ �. f����.  (13) 

The reason is that the spatial units of which the density belongs to [�, � + @�[, in proportion 

f����. @� in their distribution, do contain �. ao users each: hence their total number of users 

amounts to a�. �. f����. @�. O�. These users are those with user-centric density in [�, � + @�[ and 

those users only: thus their number is also f=���. @�. U�. On combining both formulas, as O�. a� = A! 

and U� = P!, we recover that 

f=��� = %$
#$ �. f����, 

Which implies (13) with proportionality coefficient 
%$
#$ = 1/�̅�. To sum up,  

f=��� = B
C̅2 �. f����,  (14) 

From this stems a relation between the moments: at order r, 

E=[�E] = B
C̅2 E�[�EFB].  (15) 

At order r = 1, the average density as experienced by the users satisfies that 

�̅= = B
C̅2 E�[�-] = �̅��1 + γ�-�.  (16) 

If the density is homogenous in the territory, then γ� = 0 and the average densities according to 

either statistical population are equal. But the larger the heterogeneity as measured by the relative 

dispersion, the higher the ratio �̅=/�̅� of used to offered average densities. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the used versus offered PDF. Its assumptions are the following: that �� is 

distributed log-normal with parameters H� = 3.24 (mean of ln��o�) and N� = 1.76 (standard 

deviation of ln��o�), hence �̅� = 120  and γ� = 4.6. The related �= is log-normal, too, with 

parameters H= = 6.34  and N= = N�. In that particular instance, the ratio of average densities, 

�̅=/�̅�, amounts to 22 – indeed a very large value. 

 

Fig.1. Used & Offered PDFs of Human Density: (a) standard scales, (b) abscissas in log-scale. 

2.4/	Lorenz	curve	and	Gini	index	

In Gini’s analysis of income inequalities, the sum of all individual incomes in a group of people is 

decomposed according to specific sub-groups of people. A typical sub-group gathers the people that 

earn each less than a given level of income. Then, to the proportion FQ��� of people whose income 

is less than � is associated the proportion FR��� of total income that stems from the aggregation of 

their individual incomes. The relation linking FQ��� and FR��� is stated as the Lorenz curve. The 

basic illustration consists in a diagram of income proportion vs. people proportion: a proportion S 

along the horizontal axis induces a quantile �Q�T� ∶= FQ�UB��S� of people ranked in increasing order of 

income: thus S = FQ��Q�T��. In turn, the specific value �Q�T�
 induces a share FR��Q�T�� of total 

income. Precisely, the Lorenz function is defined as L: S ↦ L�S� ∶= FR ∘ FQ�UB��S�. 

The derivative LY  of L satisfies that  

LY �S� = fRZ�Q�T�[
f#Z�Q

�T�[ = 1
�̅Q

�Q�T�  

It is non-negative and increasing with S since FQ�UB�
 is increasing: this makes L an increasing and 

convex function. 

In the diagram, the graph of function L lies below the straight line from point (0,0) to point (1,1). The 

area between the straight line and the function graph, divided by the area below the straight line i.e. 

½, is known as the Gini index. Its value belongs to [0,1]. Between different income distributions, the 

larger the heterogeneity, the larger the Gini index: it is a metric of inequality. 

This line of reasoning applies to our distributions of density: to the F���� share of space with density 

less than � corresponds the F=��� share of people each experiencing individual density less than �. 
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Here the Lorenz function is L ∶= F= ∘ F��UB�
. The resulting Gini index, \ ∶= 2 � �S − L�S���S1

] , 

constitutes another metric of density heterogeneity, along with γ� and γ=. 

In the Appendix, a log-normal instance is addressed to give insight in the consumption model and 

illustrate the properties of relative dispersions and the Gini index. 

Figure 2 depicts the Lorenz curve of density, assuming the same used and offered distributions of 

human density as in figure 1.This particular instance exhibits a Gini index of 0.79 – indeed a very high 

value for that kind of index. 

The Lorenz curve depicts the relation between space and people. It relates a proportion of people, 

on the vertical axis, to the proportion of land that accommodates them, on the horizontal axis. For 

instance, in Figure 2 it appears that about 20% of people are accommodated in 80% of space. The 

relation pertains to the spatial density of human settlement: both the spatial units (horizontal axis) 

and the individuals (vertical axis) are ranked in increasing order of density �. As proportion F���� of 

space accommodates proportion F=��� of people, all of them at density lower than �, conversely 

the residual 1 − Fo��� share of space accommodates the residual 1 − Fu��� share of people, all of 

them at density greater than �. Thus the point (F����, F=���) splits the diagram in two parts: lower 

density space and people on the left hand side, higher density space and people on the right hand 

side. Between the two parts, there is a striking contrast of average density: 
_`�C�
_2�C� versus 

BU_`�C�
BU_2�C� : 

continuing our instance, 
-]%
b]% as opposed to 

b]%
-]% means that the average density in the higher part is 

about 16 times that in the lower part. 

 

Fig.2. Lorenz function of human density. 
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3/	A	case	study	of	France	as	of	2019	

3.1/	The	territory	under	study	

Metropolitan France comprises about 34,750 municipalities called “communes”. We take them as 

zones in the country. The country area of about 543 thousand square km yields an average commune 

area of 15.6 km². 

As of 2019, the French metropolitan population amounts to about 65 M inhabitants (Insee, 2021b). 

Thus the average commune population is 1,800 people only and the overall spatial density of 

population is about 120 persons per km². 

Figure 3 exhibits the map of French communes colored according to density level. It shows that most 

of the country area has low population density. 

 

Fig. 3. Human density of French communes as of 2015 (from Aliaga, 2015) & 2018 (Eurostat, 2019) 

3.2/	Used	density	vs.	Offered	density	

To obtain the statistical distribution of used density, we made the following assumption: that each 

commune’s population is distributed evenly in its area. Of course this is only an approximation as 

large communes (meaning communes of large area) are likely to exhibit significant intra-communal 

heterogeneity of human settlement. 

Based on this assumption, we ranked the communes in order of increasing average density. 

According to the ranking we calculated two cumulated variables: first the land area, second the 

population. By dividing the cumulated area up to commune � by the total country area, the F� CDF is 

High density 
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Very low density 
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obtained at point ��. Similarly, by dividing the cumulated population up to commune � by the total 

country area, the F= CDF is obtained at point ��.  

The next step is to draw the diagram of F= vs. F�, i.e. the Lorenz curve (figure 5). The Gini index is 

easy to calculate, by accumulating 2cFo���� − Fu����d. �Fo���� − Fo���−1�� over communes �. 

The outcome is 0.76, again a very large value. 

Also easy to calculate are the mean value, variance, standard deviation and relative dispersion of the 

density variable either offered or used. The results are, in persons per square kilometer: 

• for ��: E�[�] = 120 and  SD�[�] = 548, yielding γ� = 4.58 (dimensionless). 

• for �=: E=[�] = 2,628 and  SD=[�] = 4,691, yielding γ= =1.79 (dimensionless). 

Figure 6 depicts the empirical CDFs F� and F=, along with log-normal approximations that mimic the 

mean and variance of each distribution. To obtain PDFs (figure 7), we discretized the CDFs and 

derived the respective PDFs as the average value between two successive points. 

 

Fig.5. The Lorenz curve of human density in France, 2019. 

 

Fig.6. Used & Offered CDFs of Human Density: (a) standard scales, (b) abscissas in log-scale. 
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Fig.7. Used & Offered PDFs of Human Density: (a) standard scales, (b) abscissas in log-scale. 

3.3/	Comments	

From the two CDFs, we recovered the following table of deciles (in inhabitants per km²). The median 

value of offered space is much lower than the offered mean – its only significant is to state that a 

major share of France’s territory lies under very low density. The 80%-20% shares of low / high 

density land are associated to 20% - 80% shares of low / high density people. Such contrasts are 

striking and call for quantitative metrics to complement density maps in territorial analysis. 

 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

xo(a) 7 12 17 24 33 46 64 96 186 

xu(a) 46 92 167 306 600 1146 2213 3872 6999 

 

The deciles pave the way to the qualitative assessment of low to high levels of density. With respect 

to people living in France, the median used density i.e. 600 persons per square kilometer may be 

taken as “medium level of density”, low densities for the bottom 20% i.e. below 92 p/km², high 

densities for the top 20% i.e. above 4000 p/km². These people-based values are close to the values 

selected by the Regional and Urban General Directorate of the European Commission (Eurostat, 

2019). The land-based deciles have little relevance to depict urban conditions. The average offered 

density is just a ratio to summarize the intensity of human occupation over a given stretch of land – 

nothing less, nothing more, especially not about the used density of population. 

The average densities are meaningful metrics. The standard deviation of offered density makes little 

sense to people: and not much more for land, in fact. The Gini index is much more meaningful and so 

is the relative dispersion.  

Concerning people, it is definitely meaningful to them to consider the density of the space in which 

they live. The notion of �= and its probabilistic features from f= to �̅= and γ= constitute a simple 

statistical model to analyze human population according to human spatial density. Some hints of that 

are mentioned in previous studies such as Aliaga et al (2015) for France: these authors mentioned 

that 90% of French communes contain 35% of French people: up to the difference between spatial 

entities and land units, the mention is analogous to one point on the Lorenz curve. The full Lorenz 
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curve contains much more information. Beyond the shares of land and people, the magnitude of 

human density is indicated by the mean value together with the relative dispersion. 

4/	Discussion	and	conclusion	

The gist of the article is to put the spatial density of human settlement in the perspective of the 

people that experience it. The perspective shift from the spatial population of unit places to the 

statistical population of people, i.e. the human population, constitutes a relativistic theory of density. 

The probabilistic framework is straightforward since the relationship between people and unit places 

is typical of a consumption model. Here the original contributions consist in (i) the identification of 

the relativistic effect, (ii) the transition from zones to unit places so as to constitute an explicit 

statistical population of places. Indeed, the statistical consideration of territorial spaces is more often 

implicit than explicit, as zoning systems are especially purported to analyze spatial variables in a 

discretized way. 

The explicit consideration of used density enables for better understanding the spatial occupation. 

The progress to harvest is the same one as in other instances of consumption models: not only Gini’s 

analysis of income inequality, but also (i) the queuing theory of waiting times (e.g. Kleinrock, 1975), 

(ii) Wardrop’s model of temporal vs. spatial distributions of vehicular speeds on roadways (Wardrop 

& Charlesworth, 1954), (iii) our own model of transit vehicle loads and transit users’ exposure to 

crowding conditions (Leurent et al. 2012, 2017). 

In the probabilistic framework, the ratio of used and offered average density is equal to one plus the 

squared relative dispersion of the offered density. The Gini index well known to economists is an 

appropriate metric to assess the inequality of human occupation over space. When the density 

variable follows a log-normal distribution, then the Gini index and the ratio of averages are 

equivalent. 

The application to France’s population and territorial space as of 2020 reveals that the vast majority 

of places have low human occupation. Conversely, 80% of people live in 20% of space. 

As the concept is significant and the application procedure is quite easy, we may expect the 

statistical analysis of used density to spread out in territorial studies. Its indicators will be useful to 

summarize the dynamics of urbanization in any territory. It may be adapted to sub-populations, to 

jobs or categories of jobs, etc. 

As for theoretical development, a direction of research is to carry the user-centric perspective in the 

analysis of (i) accessibility to amenities owing to available transport modes and considering their 

quality of service, (ii) “effective density” of amenities that stems from accessibility conditions. Both 

topics lie at the interface of geography and economics. 
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6/	Appendix:	consumption	model	with	a	log-normal	distribution	

6.1/	Consumption	model	

Let us first define a consumption model in a generic fashion. It relies upon a consumption function 

say h: � ↦ c��� that is real valued and monotonous. It measures the amount of consumption made 

by an individual with attribute �. 

Let then f� denote the PDF of attribute � in the statistical population of such individuals. The 

consumed units of all the individuals make up a statistical population of their own, with PDF function 

f= that satisfies the following relation: 

f=��� ∝ h���. f����.  (A1) 
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Postulating that the consumption function is monotonous, then eqn. (A1) can be demonstrated using 

the same proof as for (13). The proportionality coefficient is the reciprocal of ck� ∶=  � h���f������. 

Thus 

f=��� = B
lk2 h���. f����.  (A2) 

6.2/	The	log-normal	distribution	

The log-normal distribution is especially well-suited to consumption models of two kinds: power 

laws, on the first hand, and log-normal CDFs, on the other hand. The latter kind has been used by 

Cramer (1962) to study the diffusion of car motorization among a population of households. Here we 

shall focus on the former kind, with some power r that needs not be an integer: 

h��� = cB. �).  (A3) 

Of course factor cB needs be nonnegative to make some sense. 

6.3/	Basic	properties	of	log-normal	distributions	

Let us recall the definition of a uni-dimensional log-normal distribution: a real random variable m is 

said to be distributed LN�H, N-� if it is positive and its natural logarithm is Gaussian, i.e. ln �m� ∼
N�H, N2�. Denoting as Φ the CDF of a reduced Gaussian variable and q�r� = exp�−r-/2� /√2v 

the associated PDF, and letting rC ∶= �ln��� − H�/N, it holds that 

F���� = Φ�r�� 

F��UB��S� = exp �H + N. Φ�UB��S�� 

f���� = 1
N. � q�r�� 

E�[�] = exp �H + N-
2 � 

V�[�] = �E�[�]�-�ewx − 1� 

γ� = yewx − 1 

Hence N = 7ln �1 + γo2�. 

Furthermore, any derived random variable z ∶= c1. m&
 with cB > 0 is a log-normal variable, too. This 

is because z ≥ 0 and ln�z� = ln�c1� + &. ln �m�, implying that ln �z� ∼ N�ln�c1� + &. H, �&N�2�, 

making z an LN variable with parameters ln�c1� + &. H and �&N�-.  

6.4/	The	“Truncated	Moments”	formula	

Coming to the population of consumed units in a consumption model with power function, we can 

avail ourselves of the “truncated moment” formula, namely: 
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� �)�F����}
~ = �)��F)wx/-� 0Φ Zln���−H

w − &N[ − Φ�ln���−H
w − &N�3.  (A4) 

The reason is that � �)�F����}
~ = � �)��Fw��q�r��r��

�� = �)��F)wx/-� � q�r − &N��r��
�� , in which 

we replace � q�r − &N��r��
��  with Φ�r} − &N� − Φ�r~ − &N�. 

It follows that F=��� = Φ�ln���−H
w − &N� i.e. that in the population of consumed units, level � is 

distributed LN�H + &N-, N-�. 

Thus  E=[�] = exp �H + &N- + B
- N-�  and  γ= = yewx − 1 = γ�.  

When & = 1,  F=��� = Φ�ln���−H
w − N�  and  E=[�] = exp �H + �

- N-�. 

It is then easy to obtain 

�̅=
�̅�

= 1 + γ�- = ewx
 

(A5) 

6.5/	Lorenz	curve	and	Gini	index	

The Lorenz function  L ∶= F= ∘ F��UB�
 here involves F��UB��S� = exp �H + N. Φ�UB��S��. Thus 

L�S� = Φ�Φ�UB��S� − N� (A6) 

The Gini index, \ ∶= 2 � �S − L�S���S1
] , can be considered as a function of N.  

At point N = 0, as Φ ZΦ�UB��S�[ = S, then G�0� = 2 � �S − S� �SB
0 = 0.  

Differentiating G with respect to N, we get that: GY �N� ∶= ��
�w = 2 � φ�Φ�UB��S� − N��SB

0   

Changing variables according to r ∶= Φ�UB��S� hence �S = φ�r��r, we get that  

GY �N� = 2 � φ�r − N�. φ�r��rF∞
−∞   

Rearranging �r − N�- + r- = 2r- − 2rN + N- = 2�r − B
- N�- + B

- N- = �√2r − w
√-�- + � w

√-�-, 

consequently φ�r − N�. φ�r� = φ Z√2r − w
√-[ . φ� w

√-� hence  

GY �N� = 2φ Z w
√-[ � φ Z√2r − w

√-[ �rF∞
−∞ = √2φ� w

√-� � φ�9��9F∞
−∞ = √2φ� w

√-�. 

By integration,  � GY �����w
0 = √2 � φ Z �

√-[ ��w
0 = 2 � φ�����

�
√x

0 = 2 �Φ Z w
√-[ − Φ�0��. 

To sum up,  G�N� = G�0� + � GY �����w
0   so that  

G�N� = 2Φ � N
√2� − 1 


